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Kurzbeschreibung
Polish manufacturer of food products is offering and
looking for trade intermediary activities. The company is
also looking for suppliers of resources needed to continue
the proudction. It's offering and looking for subcontracting
activities in the food sector.
This French company is specialized in operating locationbased services. They provide a service platform that can
be integrated within connected GPS or Smartphone, with
services like speed cameras warnings, fuel prices, parking
locations, traffic information, carpooling and others. This
company is looking for distributors of its products. They
are also looking for suppliers of services that could be
implemented for the French market. Reciprocal trade
intermediary agreements are sought.
Italian company specialized in the production of high
quality wines is searching for trade intermediary services
and offers itself as a distributor
A French company specialized in haberdashery,
baby/children care & clothing, particularly in natural &
organic fabrics (bamboo, coton, hemp) used for wrapping
little babies is looking for new distributors and new
suppliers (the French company offers itself as a distributor
for foreign manufacturers willing to enter the French
market).
Slovenian company is selling software productsautomation systems for running radio and television
stations, its maintainace services with regular updating of
programmes based on a contract for a period on a
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subscription fee. The company is both offering and
searching for trade intermediary services, subcontracting/
outsourcing activities and a joint venture with a foreign
partner. The company also offers sale/acquisition of a
complete company or a part.
A French enterprise specialized in safety locks, safety
bolts, safety cylinders and master key systems, is looking
for European partners in order to complete its range of
products and get into new markets. This sought partner
should distribute the French SME's products in his country.
Moreover this French enterprise could also distribute the
European partner's products on French market. Reciprocal
trade intermediary services or potential joint venture are
sought.
The Polish company specialized in distribution of furniture
accessories and lighting equipment is looking for and
offering trade intermediary activities.
A Spanish company specialized in furniture is looking for
any kind of trade intermediary cooperation in order to
market its products in different countries, it is also open to
offer distribution services in Spain to companies that may
manufacture foregin products from the same sector.
A small German comapany in the border-triangle CZ-DE-PL
is searching for partners that are trading with clothing,
shoes and related fashion accessories. The represented
company is able to provide the function being a tradeintermediary-service partner in Germany and Poland.
A German company specialised in the production of
homeopathic and to homeopathy related products as
wallets and production trading is looking for trade
intermediaries and reciprocal production and is also
offering reciprocal production and trade intermediary
services as sales representative.
Italian company specialized in manufacturing anchors,
chains and any kind of equipment related to mooring and
towing (i.e. rollers, smith brackets, fairleaders etc) is
looking for and offering ditribution agreements.
An Italian company (Sicily) specialized in producing and
processing olive oil is searching for trade intermediary
services for giving rise to a mutual cooperation.
A German (Bavarian) enterprise, specialised in dealing with
and producing reagents for peptide synthesis and products
for life science research, is looking for distributors in the
USA, China and around. It offers marketing and sales
services worldwide to research teams and spin-off
companies if it fits to the company product portfolio. Also
it offers subcontracting services for the product portfolio
via its network of cooperation partners.
A German (Bavarian) company, specialised in trading with
and contract manufacturing of rare chemicals according to
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customers' needs, globally active, is looking for trade
intermediary services, jointventures and/or
subcontracting/outsourcing activities. The enterprise also
offers these services for foreign enterprises. All kind of
cooperation including R&D could be discussed.
Spanish company specialised in food and beverage is
looking for and offering trade intermediary services (agent,
representative, distributor).
A German (Bavarian) manufacturer of cleaners and
disinfectants for food and beverage industry is looking for
distribution partners very familiar with the branches or
industrial cooperation partners for producing and selling
the products. Also it is looking for partner companies which
are interested in selling hand care products. To a potential
cooperation partner it offers also to be a joint venture
partner for common production or distribution of its
cleaners in the home country of the partner and/or in third
countries.
A German distributor (SME) of high-quality or innovative
exclusive pharmaceutical, medical and laboratory products
to pharmacies, clinics and similar target groups is looking
for distribution partners abroad. The German enterprise
offers sales and marketing services as well as licensing
services in Germany.
Italian company specialized in the trade of scientific and
measuring instruments is searching for European
distrubutors and offers itself as a distributor.
An Italian company (Sicily) being a wholesale dealer of
shoes is looking for foreign partners engaged in trade
intermediary services and also offers itself as a trade
intermediary in Italy.
A German manufacturer and distributor of high-quality
weld studs and weld fasteners is looking for wholesalers
and distributors from the metalworking and engineering
industry in order to establish a long-term business
partnership via a joint distribution agreement and/or jointventure.
A Polish company is specialized in the production of
seafood articles and especially hand-peeled brown shrimps.
The Polish company is offering and requesting trade
intermediary services and can also act as a subcontractor
for large seafood manufacturers.
A Hungarian company specialised in the mediation between
local (Hungarian) and foreign companies is looking for
trade intermediaries who could offer export possibilities
for their clients mainly in the sector of machining, plastic
and fabricated metal products. They also offer trade
intermediary services for a reciprocal production between
its clients.
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A Hungarian company specialised in horticulture is looking
for trade intermediaries and also offers their services as
trade intermediary.
A Spanish company specialized in the manufacture of
phytosanitary products is looking for trade intermediaries
to sell their products abroad and partners for reciprocal
production of chemical and phytosanitary products. They
are also interested in being distributors of phytosanitary
products manufactured by foreign companies.
A Hungarian company from Zala County specialised in
producing plastic PVC pipes connecting and other parts is
looking for partners for distribution works, for know-how
transfer, for reciprocal production and is offering to be a
distributor and offer reciprocal production in Poland,
Croatia, Serbia, Slovenia, Slovakia, Italy, Romania, Austria,
Germany, France and Czech Republic.
A Hungarian wood industry SME dealing with stairs speaker
boxes is offering trade intermediary services in the wood
industry field and is also looking for trade intermediary
services in the wood industry field.
Spanish company dedicated to trade with materials,
machinery and Tools for construction sector offers its
representative service to manufacturer interested in
Spanish market. The company looks also for distributors in
UE market.
A German wholesaler of consumer electronics based on
online trading is looking for wholesalers or retailers in
order to establish a long-term business relationship.
French company specialised in the distribution of small
material for builders: implantation pickets, builders clamps
etc, offers its services as a distributor for the French
market to manufacturers of small materials for builders (to
complete their range of products). The company also seeks
European distributors for an innovative builders clamp.
Slovenian manufacturer of all kinds of dentals (straight,
oblique, conical) from module 05 30mm, and reductors,
snails and slow wheelsis is looking for and also offers trade
intermediary services and subcontracting activities. The
company is also interested in reciprocal production.
Italian company specialized in representation and
marketing of alimentary packaging is searching for
European distributors and is offering itself as a distributor
The Slovenian manufacturer and wholesaler of
consumables and equipment for diagnostic laboratories is
looking for and also offering trade intermediary services.
The Slovenian company, manufacturer of all kinds of
knitted t-shirts, polo shirts and embroidering on textile
products is both looking for and offering trade
intermediary services, reciprocal production and
subcontracting activites. The company is also looking for a
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franchise.
French company, specialised in electroplating of precious
metals as gold, manufacturing of watch cases, pendant
cases, pocket watches, hunters, all produced 100% inhouse using the most up-to-date equipment, is looking for
reciprocal cooperation of distribution, production and
subcontracting activities.
Polish printing-house, dealing with graphic design, printing
and binding of books, brochures, albums etc, is offering to
become a representative and requires an intermediary for
its services.
French company, specialised in production and sharpening
of cutting tools in carbide, with very high technicity,
special or standard items with a special know-how in
different fields (automotive, aerospatial, watch-making,
jewellery...) is looking for reciprocal trade intermediary
services: agent, representative, distributors. It offers
production/manufacturing activities and is open to a
reciprocal production.
A Polish company, dealing with assembly, sale and delivery
of construction woodwork (windows, doors and garage
gates), indoor and garden furniture and delivery of wood
materials for door and window production; is
requesting/offering trade intermediary services (agent,
representative, distributor), joint venture creation,
reciprocal production possibilities and is looking for
subcontracting partners.
Spanish company specialized in the representation and
distribution of textile garment products offers and is
looking for intermediary service (distributor,
representative agent).
Czech company specialized in textile manufacturing and
sale of textile products offers trade intermediary services
as an agent or a representative. The company is also
looking for trade intermediaries for its spare manufacturing
capacities as a subcontractor.
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